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Minutes: Executive Committee EASSW 

Milan, June 28,2015 

Chaired by Sue Lawrence 

Venue: Amadeus Hotel, Milan 

Present: AnkeBeuck (AB), Günter Friesenhahn (GF), Peter Hendriks (PH), Sanela Basic (SB), 
Vasilios Ioakimidis (VI), Susan Lawrence (SL), Clara Santos (CS), Robert Bergougnan (RB), Aila-
LeenaMatthies (AL),Nino Žganec(NZ), Marju Medar (MM), Violeta Gevorgianiené (VG), Ronny 
Heikki Tikkanen (RT), Alessandro Sicora (AS). 

Apologies: Andres Arias Astray (AAA) will arrive on the second day. 

1. Minutes from the Athens meeting - Matters arising 

The Athens minutes were approved. Few additional questions have arisen: 1) concerning a template 
which would be useful for memorizing cooperation with PowerUs, ESCO-project, Europe-China 
forum (represented by Annamaria Campanini);  2) as those questions are long-run and important  
issue, they are to be included into the meeting Agenda of the new EC.   
Ms. Fabien Trentin Campbel who will take over the responsibility of book-keeping, membership 
registration, etc. was introduced to the ExCO members.   
 
Decision: to prepare a template for memorizing cooperation with different partners. 
 

2. Agenda for Milan meeting; priorities and time schedule 

Agenda was discussed taking into account suggested substitution of some items: 1) No. 8 (ENSACT) 
to be included into the agenda item No.13; 2) RT suggested to discuss No. 14 (social media, website) 
instead of No. 8; 3) items from 3 to 9 of the Agenda to be discussed today (on 27th of June), the other 
ones - in the meeting of the new EC, on Thursday, July 2nd. The time limits of the meeting were set 
(working till 18PM).  
 
 
3. Update on activities since last EC meeting: reports from President, Vice-president, 

Treasurer, Secretary and all EC-members. 
 
Everyone sent reports of activities prior to the meeting (apart from AAA). All suggestions were 
included in the agenda.  

In addition to SL’s report: she noted that SW community is engaging with UN agency. She also 
represented EC in Erasmus+ application (related to social entrepreneurship, resilient communities). 
SL suggested to make the web accessible in other languages.   

 

4. Financial overview 
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• PH presented the state of EASSW budget till June 1st, 2015, stating that financial situation is 
good. However, the transition of all the financial matters to the new treasurer/bookkeeper 
(RB) will take some time. It was discussed how to make this transition most fluent. In a given 
time before the transition ends PH will need an approval of the new treasurer for any action. 
Another thing is that there is much money in the bank and the new EC board will have to 
decide how touse them efficiently – whether to open an ethical investment (SL suggestion) or 
to put on a saving account. AB suggested putting around 50 thous. on the saving account for 
Paris conference in 2017. Reviewing the membership and its fees PH stated that the number 
of schools from B countries is very low, so mostly A countries are paying fees. He also said 
that membership fees are still coming, so the final amount will be clear later in the year. PH 
also stated that all EC members tried to save money and no one asked for the solidarity fund. 
He also mentioned the rest of the salary to Dorine to be paid as well as to Fabien. 

• VI commented that the work of the treasurer has been wonderful in terms of transparency, 
and suggested not to make binding decisions about financial issues, leaving it to the new 
board. He also suggested a possibility to seek advice of a financial advisor concerning the use 
of the budget and to hear a few scenarios. However, SL warned that a financial advisor is too 
expensive. PH, as well as RB suggested to use more money for the project funding, 
motivating new schools.  

• SL mentioned that IASSW has the Capacity building and education committee to raise quality 
standards in SW education in different parts of Europe and suggested that EASSW should 
have a policy to support participation in conferences of colleagues from financially struggling 
countries. 

• NZ suggested to engage an internal financial advisor instead of external – how to give back 
money to its members.  

• The discussion started on the project funding. GF, MM suggested to change project 
guidelines, maybe allocating more amount – at least to raise to 5 thous. Euros. He also 
suggested to open a new budget lines: for instance, to finance external experts to give social 
workers new knowledge. RT suggested to make a more focused call to promote more 
projects. CS suggested to fund students, professors, because education is what is the mission 
of the Association. AS reminded that not all members might know that we can allocate more 
money to education issues, so Milan conference is a good opportunity to make this known. 
AB suggested to ask AL and SB to prepare suggestions for the next meeting concerning new 
project guidelines.  

• AL suggested to make a call for a research how SW absolvents integrate in the labour market, 
also how to improve education of SWers in Central and Eastern Europe, to use money to send 
representatives to the countries which are not the members of EASSW (from South and 
Central, Eastern Europe there are members only in 6 from 20 countries). 

• SL also suggested to allocate more money for representation/traveling of EC members, that 
more of them would be involved (not the president only) and to be very transparent.    

Decisions: to leave financial decisions about the rational use of EASSW budget to the new EC board, 
with suggestion to allocate more for the project funding.To review the guidelines for the project 
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funding, that it would be more accessible to the member schools and maybe more focused on certain 
relevant topics. To advocate for the project applications, using various events and platforms.To 
encourage other members of EC (apart from the officers) to represent EASSW in different countries 
and events (allocating money).	

5. Membership overview 

PH reviewed the membership list and stated that in February-March of 2015 a lot of payments were 
done because of the coming conference. All member schools have received letters about the transition 
matters. New EC needs to think about the invoices and a form of a payment - many universities need 
specific invoices, so Dorine (now – Fabien) was receiving many requests. This tendency is increasing.  

SL mentioned the possibility to make membership payments electronically, and RB said it would be 
good to make members more visible (to make them have access to invoices, etc.). But AB said that 
the form currently used in EASSW is the best as experience proves.  

The need for the members’ better visibility was discussed: AB said that when members pay they want 
to have their names visible, and RT offered to prepare some kind of a kit which would state that the 
school “,…is a member of EASSW….”, etc. 

The need to keep track of all member schools each EC member is responsible was stated.  

Decision: to review the form of membership fees’ payment that it would satisfy the needs of the 
member schools. To design some kind of a kit for a better visibility of member schools. To keep track 
of member schools for which each EC member is responsible. 

 

6. Project Application and project budget: no new project application.   

MM submitted an oral report as a chair of project group. She informed the ExCO that there were 4 
projects financed, two from Murcia and two from Netherlands. No new project application has been 
received inbetween two ExCO meetings.  

7. Agenda of the General Meeting and Elections: 

8. Website and Social Media:  

Decision: RT will upload all conference abstracts in pdf format, but he personally will not 
be available till the end of August. Robert will take over the website until RT returns. 
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CONTINUIATION OF EASSW Executive Committee Meeting 

Milan, 2nd of July 2015. 

Chaired by Nino Zganec 

Venue: Biccoca University, 13.30h 

Present: Nino Zganec (NZ), Anders Arias Astray (AAA), Robert Bergougnan (RB), Sue 
Lawrence (SL), Peter Hendriks (PH), Anke Beuck (AB), Vasilios Ioakimidis (VI), Raymond 
Kloppenburg (RK), Violeta Gevorgianiené (VG), Sanela Bašić (SB), Theresa Bertotti (TB), 
Ronny Heikki Tikkanen (RT), Aila-Leena Matthies (AM).  

Apologies: Hakan Acer, Marion Laging, Marika Smirnova – newly elected ExCO members 
due to prior travel arrangements.   

 

NZ as newly elected president of the EASSW chaired the meeting, and expressed his wish 
that the guiding principles of the ExCO under his presidency will be: Inclusiveness, 
Openness, and Responsibility. He informed the present ExCO members that he had the 
meeting with the immediate past president and current vice-president of the EASSW to set 
the agenda for the meeting.  

 

9. 2015 EASSW Conference/Reflection of the Conference 

All present ExCO members expressed their reflections on the Milan Conference. It has been 
decided that the official evaluation of the conference (positive and negative aspects) will be 
two-fold: a) ExCO to send their feedback to AS as soon as possible and b) to get evaluation 
from MV Congressi which will be then joined in a final report published also at the EASSW 
website. Form of the report to be produced by NZ and VI.  

 

10. Campaigning Role of EASSW. MOCs with PowerUs and SWAN to be taken 
forward 

NZ and SL informed the ExCO that during the conference newly elected officers a meeting 
with Silvia Fargion was arranged in order to discuss possible cooperation between EASSW 
and ESWRA.  
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Decisions:  

- take forward the cooperation with ESWRA, PowerUs and SWAN. VI tasked with preparing 
a template of memorandum of cooperation, and send it to ExCO prior to fall meeing; the 
content of the memorandum to be finalized at upcoming ExCO meeting;  

 - in order to strengthen campaigning role of EASSW, it has been decided that it should be 
based on data from member schools and directed at two levels: European level and national 
level. Once the statements are written and released, social work schools shall be asked to 
distribute and disseminate it to other relevant stakeholders, such as politicians, 
media/journalists, schools of social work, social worker associations 

11. EASSW Research and publications (point 11 an 12 of the agenda merged) 

Decision: AM tasked with preparing a proposal on how ExCO should make social work 

research more relevant to the work of the EASSW, as well as in what direction to go with 

publications in order to bridge the gap between research and education. After brief discussion 

it has been also decided that the decision on who will continue working on EASSW 

newsletter will be taken at fall ExCO meeting.   

12. EC New Roles and Transitions:  

 

a) The new role of the immediate past-president: It has been decided that SL will be 
invited to regular ExCO meetings in her capacity of immediate past president, associated 
costs (travel, accommodation) will be covered through officers’ expenses.  SL shall also 
be present at the Riga conference on behalf of EASSW in Autumn 2015. as a former 
EASSW president.  

b) Introduction of new administrator: Secretariat will be transferred to France, 
Fabiane Trentin Campbel prepared to take over administrative work.  

With regard to the open issue of money transfer, it has been agreed that as long as things have 
not been changed in the Chamber of Commerce PH should be responsible of making ban 
transfers until RB finalize the formal process in terms of change of treasurer office. In order 
to keep transparency, any possible transaction in following months will require RB to be 
copied into emails. Additionally, PH name under treasurer should be deleted at EASSW 
website as well as from formal documents, and only the post (treasurer) preserved.   

 

c) EASSW representation in IASSW and ENSACT: It has been decided that  
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SL inform ExCO that the next meeting of ENSACT will take place on 12th October 2015, focusing 
on the issue of European/Regional Observatory. She proposed that contributions to regional 
observatory be pusblished at EASSW website. SL informed ExCO further that RB and AB will attend 
that meeting on behalf of EASSW. The main question was the European Observatory and  how to 
collect the respective data, information and  also how  to  analyze it. RB offer to create a website to 
collect all the information’s online and we only have to made their submission.  AB added that 
Fabienne made an invitation to all members to make contributions and it was very important to 
improve the participationThe last idea was to disseminate more information during Milan conference.  
AB thinks that during the conference we should inform all the participants, just a brief information 
about observatory and that some abstracts of conference participants about their experience related to 
human dignity could be useful to the Observatory.. She also highlight the necessity of someone else to 
take this task in the new EC Executive. For Gunther, the observatory should be closer of academic 
community. Gunther made the proposal to made a guideline, informing  people about its impact and 
its purpose. 

Decisions:     

-NZ and VI will be representing EASSW in IASSW. VI will attend next IASSW meeting in 
July 2015 in Columbia, and is tasked with compiling  EASSW report to be presented at the 
meeting.  

- ENSACT will be informed that interim representation of EASSW in ENSACT is subject to 
EASSW negotiations. Provisionally, it has been decided that contact persons fro ENSACT 
are: AB – she will continue to work with ENSACT on Global Observatory until summer 
2016; RB – who offered to attend the ENSACT meeting in Utrecht, October 2015.  

 

d) Spanish Conference 2016 in Rioja: It has been decided that:  
- RB will represent EASSW at the Rioja conference 
- NZ and  SL to be appointed to scientific committee  
- Space for the promotion of EASSW (its vision, goals and way of functioning) to 
Spanish colleagues (questions/answers session).  

 

e) Permanent contact with UN Geneva: It has been decided that EASSW will give up its 
representation at the UN in Geneva to IFSW, whose representative for time being is  Klaus 
Kuehne from Bern/Swiss.  

Furthermore, IASSW has a call for volunteer for representation at UN Geneva, so EASSW 
shall wait until the process is finished and its results announced.   

 

f) The Child Protection Hub:  
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- Project on Child protection (South-Eastern Europe) aimed at building capacities 
regarding a child’s protection. EC was asked to invite researchers in a study on this topic. 
SB contacted Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Albania, etc. and she will continue 
communication, will be a contact person for that issue. It is also important to continue 
working with regional offices of UNISEF. 

Decision: SB will be a contact person for the project on Child protection Hub.  

g) WSWD Geneva 2016: 

- World SW Day 2016. Somebody will take over the representation at this day from SL. 
That is to be decided in the new board meeting in Paris, September 11-13. 

Decision: The Representative for the World SW Day will be decided in the next meeting. 

h) Paris conference 2017: to be discussed at the next ExCO meeting. 

i) EASSW representation at the CoE: Representation of NGOs at the Council of 
Europe was discussed. RB agreed to take over this responsibility.  

Decision: RB will represent EASSW at the Council of Europe. 

 

13. Website and social media-Correcting language at the website: 

Decision: RT will upload all conference abstracts in pdf format, but he personally will not 
be available till the end of August. Robert will take over the website until RT returns. 

 

14. AOB:  

The next meeting of the ExCO will take place on the 11-13 of September in Paris ue to the 
need to incorporate new members. There will also be a possibility to see the facilities of the 
Paris conference in 2017. Robert to send necessary information. ExCO to send the proposals 
for discussions the next meeting. AL to coordinate the project group work, assisted by TB 
and VG. SB will stay in the project group till September.  
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